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Abstract
®

The purpose of this document is to define and quantify the behavior of the NetApp High
Performance Storage Rack for a variety of component failure scenarios. Oil and gas
exploration, life sciences, manufacturing, financial analysis, as well as numerous custom
research applications have long-running highly compute and I/O-intensive demands.
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1 Executive Summary
The purpose of this document is to define and quantify the behavior of the NetApp High Performance
Storage (HPS) Rack for a variety of component failure scenarios. Oil and gas exploration, life sciences,
manufacturing, financial analysis, as well as several custom research applications have long-running
highly compute and I/O-intensive demands. To run or restart an application costs time, money, and effort,
resulting in productivity loss.
The failure tests described in this document address connectivity failures between the client nodes and
the appliance servers and between the appliance servers and the underlying block storage. Specifically,
this report covers the following testing scenarios:


Disruption times: Fibre Channel (FC) from object storage server (OSS) to storage controller



Disruption times: SAS from metadata server (MDS) to storage controller



Disruption times: InfiniBand (IB) from OSS to high-speed network



Disruption times: IB from MDS to high-speed network



Disruption times: OSS to management network



Disruption times: MDS to management network



Notified events that result in no disruption

It is important to note that the ability to recover from component failures is a key factor for delivering
application service-level agreements (SLAs) that track and maintain the read/write performance to a
dataset over a defined time period. This report demonstrates that the high-availability (HA) features in the
NetApp HPS Rack enable application completion, ultimately delivering faster time to insight on which
organizations can rely to solve their toughest research computing challenges.

2 Introduction
Time to result insight is critical for organizations that rely upon data-driven applications to provide true
application SLAs. Research and development organizations face the dual challenges of delivering faster
and more detailed results from their processing while working from larger data volumes. Two key trends—
the rapid increase in the volume and types of data available, plus the growth of commodity-based servers
used to process that data—are driving a growing need for high-throughput and cost-effective storage
solutions.
As data volumes grow, users need to make more accurate, faster decisions in a cost-effective manner. In
many industries, this need is changing old business models and creating new ones. In the oil and gas
industry, for example, users are leveraging more detailed seismic analysis to accurately estimate and
price future gas fields. In computer-aided design, higher fidelity modeling scenarios—upward of 100
million cells—are increasingly common. In financial services, quickly analyzing numerous sources of
structured market data provides confidence to properly price investments in near real time.
The bottom line is that having the ability to perform detailed simulations more quickly and derive results
allows organizations to make better decisions. All of these environments face the same key challenges:
balancing compute speed, storage speed, and the total cost of the solution to optimize the answer.

3 Availability
Availability is the degree to which an application, service, or functionality is available to meet end-user
demand. Availability is measured by the perception an end user has of the ability to access an
application. In research computing, end users experience frustration when their data is unavailable,
regardless of how the underlying components are functioning. Performance failures due to higher than
expected use create the same havoc, similar to when critical solution components fail. Reliability,
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recoverability, timely error detection, and continuous operations are primary characteristics of a highly
available solution.


Reliability. Reliable hardware is one component of an HA solution. Reliable software—including the
database, file system, and application—is as critical to implementing a highly available solution.



Recoverability. There might be many choices for failure recovery. It is important to determine which
types of failures might occur in the environment and how to recover from those failures in the time
that meets business requirements. For example, if a network cable is accidentally unplugged, what is
the recovery action? Does the architecture provide recovery capabilities in the time specified in the
SLA?



Timely error detection. If a component in the architecture fails, then fast detection is essential.
Although it is possible to recover quickly from an outage, if it takes an additional 90 minutes to
discover the problem, then the SLA might not be met. Monitoring the health of the environment
requires a reliable appliance that lets users view the environment quickly and then notifies the
storage/HPC admin of the problem.



Continuous operations. Continuous access to data is essential when very little or no downtime is
acceptable to perform maintenance activities. Activities such as adding a module for linear
performance expansion or adding a disk array enclosure for capacity augmentation should be
transparent to the end user in a high-availability architecture.

More specifically, a high-availability architecture should:


Be transparent to most failures.



Provide built-in preventative measures.



Provide proactive monitoring and fast failure detection.



Provide fast recoverability.



Automate the recovery operation.



Protect the data so that there is no data loss.



Implement the operational best practices to manage your environment.



Provide the high-availability solution to meet the SLA.

3.1

High Availability and Redundancy

Within typical data center environments, there are two types of downtime: scheduled and unscheduled.
Scheduled downtime is a result of maintenance that is disruptive to system operation and usually cannot
be avoided with a currently installed system design. Scheduled downtime events might include patches to
system software that require a reboot or system configuration changes that only take effect upon a
reboot. In general, scheduled downtime is usually the result of some logical, management-initiated event.
Conversely, unscheduled downtime events typically arise from some physical event, such as a hardware
or software failure or environmental anomaly. Examples of unscheduled downtime events include power
outages; failed CPU or RAM components; failed hardware components (that is, a disk drive); an overtemperature-related shutdown; logically or physically severed network connections; catastrophic security
breaches; or various application, middleware, and operating system failures.
The term high availability implies that no human intervention is required to restore operation within
complex systems. For example, an availability limit of 99.999% allows about one second of downtime per
day, which is impractical when using human labor, because the need for human intervention for
maintenance actions in a large system will exceed this limit. Instead, an availability limit of 99% allows an
average of 15 minutes per day, which is realistic for human intervention.

3.2

Active-Passive Redundancy

Redundancy is used to create systems with high levels of availability, such as aircraft flight computers. In
these cases, high levels of failure detectability and avoidance of common cause failures are required.
There are two types of redundancy: passive and active.
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Passive redundancy is used to achieve high availability by including enough excess capacity in the
design to accommodate a performance decline. The simplest example is a boat with two separate
engines driving two separate propellers. The boat continues toward its destination despite failure of a
single engine or propeller. A more complex example is several redundant power-generation facilities
within a large system involving electric power transmission. Malfunction of single components is not
considered to be a failure unless the resulting performance decline exceeds the specification limits for
the entire system.



Active redundancy is used in complex systems to achieve high availability with no performance
decline. Numerous items of the same kind are incorporated into a design that includes a method to
detect failure and automatically reconfigure the system to bypass failed items using a voting scheme.
Active redundancy might introduce more complex failure modes into a system, such as continuous
system reconfiguration due to faulty voting logic.

A zero-downtime system design means that the mean time between failures significantly exceeds the
period of time between planned maintenance, upgrade events, or system lifetime. Zero downtime
involves massive redundancy, which is needed for some types of aircraft and for most kinds of
communications satellites. A global positioning system is an example of a zero-downtime system. Fault
instrumentation can be used in systems with limited redundancy to achieve high availability. Maintenance
actions occur during brief periods of downtime only after a fault indicator activates. Failure is only
significant if this occurs during a mission-critical period.

4 High Availability and Redundancy: The Customer
A common statement often heard is that a ―true‖ customer-architected appliance contains high availability
and redundancy built into the design. With respect to customers and their high performance applications,
all or many require HA failover testing to be carried out on the appliance that is accommodating various
acceptance test criteria prior to procurement. This requirement legitimizes the need for and the critical
nature of ―true‖ HA failover and redundancy as they relate to the applications. Although some customers
merely observe the appliance from a standard failover/failback capabilities point of view, some will require
testing a little bit deeper to prove true application SLA. For example, customers/end users will want to test
the appliance failover capabilities as well as their subsequent compute farm's ability to stay up and
running upon appliance failover. In other words, they will run applications/jobs while performing the
appliance failover so that the jobs run to completion and without interruption or any data loss during the
respective failover process. Incidentally, HA failover is so important that it is conducted as part of the
installation test process so that the system is online before it is turned over to the customer.
Following are some examples of customer compute-cluster applications that rely upon HA and
redundancy:


Petroleum reservoir simulation



Earthquake simulation



Genome sequencing



Computational fluid dynamics

Table 1 lists additional market segments and their respective applications.
Table 1) Additional market segments and their respective applications.

Market

Applications

Medical imaging



CT scan (preprocessing, reconstruction)



3D ultrasound real-time X-ray



Derivatives trading



Black Scholes model



BGM/LIBOR market model

Financial (trading)
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Market

Oil and gas

Bioscience

Data warehousing

Other markets

Applications


Monte Carlo simulations



Reservoir modeling



Seismic data interpretation



3D imaging processing



Gene and protein annotation (mapping SNPs to the human genome modeling
protein families)



Map drug therapy to individual’s genes (future)



Data warehousing



SQL Server® interface



Military, data compression, coder/decoder (codec)



Search, security, and so on

The bottom line is that high performance computing requires a massive number of computers to be
available for performing large-scale applications that require multigigabyte-per-second throughput against
multiterabyte- and/or petabyte-level parallel file systems. The applications referenced earlier in this report
require ―true‖ application SLAs in order to dramatically accelerate time to insight so that enterprise
research and development organizations can optimize workflows and enhance business productivity.

5 Application SLA
The importance of HA varies among applications. However, the need to deliver increasing levels of
availability continues to accelerate as organizations reengineer their solutions to gain competitive
advantages. Most often, these new solutions rely on immediate access to critical business data. When
data is not available, the operation ceases to function, leading to lost productivity and revenue and,
worse, damaged customer relationships, bad publicity, and even legal action.
However, lost revenue and legal penalties incurred because SLA objectives are not met can easily be
quantified. The cost of downtime can quickly grow in industries that depend on their solutions to provide
continuous service. Other factors to consider in the cost of downtime are the maximum tolerable duration
of a single unplanned outage and the maximum frequency of allowable incidents. If the event lasts less
than 30 seconds, then it might cause very little impact and might be barely perceptible to end users. As
the duration of the outage grows, the effect might grow exponentially and negatively affect business.
When deciding on a solution, it is important to consider these issues and to determine the true cost of
downtime and the cost of added availability. An organization should then weigh the cost of downtime and
balance it with the expected availability improvement. High-availability solutions can be effective
insurance policies.

6 High Availability and Redundancy: System Components
The evolution of all new technology follows a path of high complexity and low availability—usually as a
lab or research project—to mainstream adoption as the technology matures and becomes reliable and
less costly through mass production and design optimization. Computers obviously followed this
evolutionary path, and, from the very first computers, availability, or the ability to use them to get work
done with them, has been of increasing importance. Today, businesses use high-availability techniques to
achieve 99.99%+ availability using basically the same commodity components and commonly massproduced designs.
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Basic HA architectures are built on redundancy: all critical parts/systems are redundant and protected.
Modern HA design architectures include as much redundancy within each system ―building block‖ as
makes sense from a cost and packaging standpoint. These HA building blocks are then coupled with an
identical twin for failover in case of catastrophic failure. These can be active-active pairs, in which both
servers are active at all times, or active-passive pairs, in which one is waiting to take over for the active
one.
Within a server, redundant individual components include mirrored OS disks and redundant power
supplies, because these are easy to package, fairly inexpensive, and provide seamless failover if a part
fails. This prevents a server in an HA pair from failing over when common parts such as disks fail, unless
there is a critical or multipart failure.
Storage systems use similar concepts, except the controllers are usually enclosed with the same chassis
as the disks: a single-enclosure HA configuration. The data disks are protected by different levels of RAID
protection that provide data protection and access even after several disk failures. Several paths to disk
and paths to clients provide access redundancy, and all modern enterprise-class arrays have ―phone
home‖ features to alert users and vendors to issues.

7 Parallel File System High-Availability Architectures
High performance computing has been slow to evolve into the realm of commercial adoption, due to the
size and complexity of the compute clusters, network infrastructure, operating system software, and
custom applications, as well as the perceived difficulty to build, maintain, and manage them. The NetApp
HPS Rack eliminates these issues and provides a truly enterprise-class appliance that is reliable and
simple to manage.
At one time, parallel file systems were the domain of university and government labs and large
sophisticated commercial users. The Lustre parallel file system evolved from government funding based
on the desire to have a massive global namespace that is infinitely scalable in both capacity and
performance and built on open system platforms (commodity hardware) to keep costs low. Users quickly
found that trying to build a reliable Lustre file system proved to be a challenge due to the complexity of
making all the parts interoperate seamlessly.
In the next section, the NetApp HPS Rack is introduced, providing an example of a highly available
solution that fits every organization regardless of size. Small workgroups and global enterprises alike are
able to extend the reach of their critical HPC business applications through this turnkey appliance.

8 The NetApp High Performance Storage Rack
NetApp partners with Terascala to deliver numerous gigabytes per second (GB/s) of throughput to
organizations that rely on simulation, analysis, and modeling tools to bring new products and innovation
to market. Together, NetApp and Terascala enable full high availability and redundancy that are
packaged in a simple, complete, and scalable appliance, the NetApp HPS Rack. The HPS Rack is a
turnkey solution that provides a Lustre file system as a highly available, high performance file system that
is easy to use, manage, and troubleshoot if things go wrong.


Quick and easy installation so that researchers and engineers can focus on the application rather
than the infrastructure



Simplified management and operations that deliver the lowest total cost of ownership (TCO)



Complete visibility into application service levels enabled by a simple UI and a fully redundant system
that enables application service levels



Fast mean time to repair (MTTR) through a management dashboard

The NetApp HPS Rack consists of NetApp E-Series storage, Dell PowerEdge R620 servers, Ethernet
and InfiniBand switches, the Lustre file system, and Terascala’s operating system (TeraOS), which
manages all of these subsystems in a high-availability appliance.
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The Terascala components are described in the following sections.

8.1

TeraOS

TeraOS orchestrates the dependencies between the software and the hardware, simplifying the appliance
management, monitoring, and tuning. TeraOS enables users to focus on their applications, not the
system. By abstracting the complexities in individual components, the HPS Rack delivers reliable,
predictable application service levels.
The NetApp storage system is tightly integrated with TeraOS and the system’s 600+ sensors to manage
all the hardware and software in the entire HPS Rack from a ―single-pane‖ dashboard, TeraView. The
dashboard provides several health metrics, as well as a complete drill down to any component in the
system along with a complete alerting and notification system for both issues and preventative
maintenance. The entire HPS Rack system can be diagnosed through the TeraOS console.
As a result, the NetApp HPS Rack requires minimal administration and in-house support. Little to no
Lustre expertise is required.

8.2

Terascala Performance Engine

The Terascala Performance Engine (TPE) is one of the foundations or core building blocks of the HPS
Rack. The TPE is tuned to effortlessly handle applications that generate large volumes of unstructured
data. The base aggregate read/write I/O performance is 3GB/s.

8.3

Terascala Performance eXtension

The Performance eXtension (TPX) modules are the simplest way to increment throughput in numerous
GB/s. When added to the base Performance Engine, a single TPX module provides 3GB/s to 4GB/s. Add
more TPXs, and throughput grows to over 20GB/s—all under the same management and tightly
integrated with the entire system for high availability and reliability.
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9 The NetApp HPS Rack Architecture

TeraOS
Kernal
Lustre File System

High availability in the NetApp High Performance Storage Rack is achieved by:


Object storage and metadata server HA:
–

All servers are configured into clustered pairs with a dedicated heartbeat LAN between them.
o MDS servers: active-passive HA configuration (only one is active at a time)
o OSS servers: active-active HA configuration in which each shares the OSTs attached to the
OSS pair

–

All servers feature mirrored OS drives and power supplies to prevent failover for the most
common server hardware failures.

–

All servers run Linux HA software to monitor the health between server pairs and to force
failover when needed.

–

All servers are connected through a management LAN that monitors system health and network
connectivity.

®



Object storage target HA.



All storage is industry-proven enterprise-class NetApp E-Series storage systems featuring dual
redundant controllers with I/O path failover, mirrored cache, and RAID protected disks.



The metadata target (MDT) is a NetApp E2624 array with 24 x 600GB 10K SAS drives (900GB 10K
SAS drives are optional) in a RAID 10 configuration and dual SAS connections to each MDS.



The object storage targets (OSTs) are NetApp E5460 arrays with 60 x 3TB NL SAS drives in an 8+2
RAID 6 configuration to protect against dual disk failures. Additional capacity can be added using the
60-drive storage shelf redundantly connected through dual SAS connections. 2TB drives are an
available option.

Additional Lustre file system HA features include:
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Distributed lock manager for file coherency between all clients with consistent data seen by all clients.



Sharable read/write with full lock management.



Reexportability using NFS/CIFS gateway for connection to clients based on NFS or Windows .



On-the-fly storage expansion: no downtime needed to add performance or capacity.



Metadata modifications are asynchronous:





®



Clients save a copy of the request.



If the server reboots, clients replay the requests.



Copies of requests are discarded when write to disk is verified.

Metadata and object servers both support failover:


Completely application transparent.



System calls are guaranteed to complete across failovers.

System recovers quickly from failed clients and MDS or OSS server failures.

Additionally, the HPS Rack was designed to use a small set of common components, including servers,
storage controllers, and host interconnects. This minimizes the number of spare parts needed, which
further reduces cost, enhances reliability, and simplifies the Lustre storage environment. Next-generation
storage controllers are compatible with all existing enclosures, drives, and Lustre client interconnects, so
users can upgrade existing HPS Rack configurations as needed for even higher performance.
Figure 1 illustrates the front and back of the NetApp HPS Rack.
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Figure 1) The front and back of the NetApp HPS Rack.

10 360° HPS Rack View
With its hundreds of monitors and sensors throughout the appliance, the HPS Rack is architected to
detect all unplanned events ranging from network failures to bad cables. The TeraView UI dashboard and
management console represent a 360° view of the whole appliance, giving managers a complete line of
sight during troubleshooting exercises. This line of sight dramatically lowers recovery time and recovery
point objectives, respectively, and enables true application SLAs as they relate to HA and redundancies
throughout the appliance. Effectively, troubleshooting and root-cause analysis are both reduced and/or
removed altogether because data and status are reported in real time by the appliance.
Following are some screenshots of the HPS Rack dashboard and the Alerts screen representing 731
sensors in ―Ok‖ and ―Green‖ state.
Figure 2 illustrates the dashboard of HPS Rack.
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Figure 2) HPS Rack dashboard.

Figure 3 illustrates the alerts screenshot representing 731 alerts/sensors in ―Ok‖ and ―Green‖ state.
Figure 3) Alerts screenshot representing 731 alerts/sensors in “Ok” and “Green” state.

Table 2 represents the high-availability/redundancy/support features with respective benefits that are
provided by the NetApp HPS Rack.
Table 2) High-availability/redundancy/support features with respective benefits.

High-Availability
Features

Benefits

Application SLA

Maintains uptime for 24/7 high-availability applications/jobs.

Data integrity
preservation

Upon HA failover conditions, data integrity is preserved, and application failure is
avoided; that is, data is available to its respective application at all times.

Reliability

Enables job completion and eliminates single points of failure among hardware and
software components.

Availability

Enables HA and redundancy throughout the appliance.

Serviceability

E-mail-home capabilities and alert management within the appliance; that is, when
something fails, single-user interface provides ease of troubleshooting (mean time to
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High-Availability
Features

Benefits
resolution).

Intelligent sensors

Agents/monitors distributed among all back-end components providing continual/realtime appliance/solution state (that is, a 360° view of the appliance and its health status).

Historical views

Provides historical views for trending, patterns, and anomalies (that is, analytics
capabilities).

Redundant
interconnects

Redundant paths and components (SAS/IB/Fibre Channel/servers/controllers and so
on).

Numerous
heartbeats

Numerous heartbeat paths enable component stability monitoring.

Avoid false failover Eliminates detecting prevalent false positives within Lustre.
detection
Cable/power
management

Efficiently laid out, labeled, and documented.

Turnkey appliance

Not built on site; standard manufactured appliance = repeatable manufacturing process,
dramatically improving supportability and lowering total cost of ownership (TCO); not a
―roll-your-own‖ product.

Self-monitoring

Self-monitoring and requires little to no hands-on management upon installation.

Self-diagnostics 1

E-mail-home and single user interface that correlates all collected analytics.

Self-diagnostics 2

When troubleshooting, end user can easily download logs and analytical/historical data
locally for ease of troubleshooting.

Self-tuning

Detects an imbalance in resource utilization among OSTs; the customer would launch
an end-user-defined customized script to rebalance the OSTs; the customer can invoke
a user-defined action to correct an associated alert condition.

Self-support 1

CLI accessibility if needed/required (kernel purposes) along with GUI access so the end
user is self-sufficient with customizations (striping/RAID 5 versus RAID 6).

Self-support 2

Self-initiated FRU (that is, the appliance initiates FRU when a drive fails).

11 High-Availability Testing
The failure tests described in this document address connectivity failures between the client nodes and
the appliance servers and between the appliance servers and the underlying block storage. No client data
was lost during any of the tests.
The storage appliance has the following HA characteristics:


There is appliance redundancy.



A failure of any component will result in some interruption, but it will be handled by a corresponding
component in the system.



Even though there is I/O disruption, there is no data loss.



All failures (and the recovery of the failed component) result in an event being sent to the system
administrator.



There are four categories of interruption that are expected to occur during testing:
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A loss of connectivity to the back-end storage. This type of event results in 15–75 seconds of
interruption.



A loss of connectivity to the management or high-speed network. This type of event results in one
to several minutes of interruption.



An administratively induced event of recovering targets to their preferred path following a
recovery of connectivity to the back-end storage. This type of event results in 1–2 seconds of
interruption.



An administratively induced event of recovering targets to their preferred path following a
recovery of connectivity to the high-speed or management networks. This type of event results in
1–3 minutes of interruption.

11.1 Testbed Description
The HPS Rack appliance under test consisted of the following:


NetApp HPS Rack, with:


Terascala management server (TMS)



Metadata servers (MDSs)



Object storage servers (OSSs)



1 NetApp E2624 storage array with 24 600GB drives configured as a RAID 10



1 NetApp E5460 storage array with 60 3TB drives configured as 6 RAID 6 (8+2)



Dell PowerConnect 5548 Gigabit Ethernet switch connecting the preceding components



The TeraView management console for monitoring the system



The MDS servers are paired in an active-standby configuration



The OSS servers are paired in an active-active configuration



The interconnect from each MDS to the E2624 is SAS



The interconnect from each of the OSSs to the E5460 is Fibre Channel (FC)



FDR InfiniBand interconnects from the servers to a Mellanox SX6036 IB switch



Test client: 1 HPC Lustre client with a Mellanox MT26428 (IB QDR)



Tool used for interruption measurement: failover_test.py

11.2 Testbed Versions




Software versions:


Terascala software version on Lustre servers and TMS: 188_3.0.16



Kernel version on the Lustre servers and TMS: 2.6.18-308.4.1.el5_lustre.1.8.8_1.3.1

Storage firmware versions:


NetApp E2624 controller firmware: 07.84.39.00



NetApp E5460 controller firmware: 07.84.39.00

12 Test Results
A point of emphasis is that the times recorded in each section of the document represent a period of time
that I/O operations are interrupted, but in each fault scenario no data loss or corruption was experienced.
Table 3 lists the test objectives and test description.
Table 3 encompasses the tests that were run with their respective description.
Note:

For detailed results, see the appendix at the end of this document.

Table 3 lists the test objectives and test description.
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Table 3) Test objectives and test description.

HA Test Case

Description

Disruption times:
FC from OSS to
E5400 controller

Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various Fibre Channel
fault and recovery events.
Test description: The object storage servers operate in active-active mode and a pair of
Fibre Channel cables are connected from each OSS to each E5400 controller; that is,
there are four FC cables connecting each OSS to the E5460. Under ideal conditions,
each FC cable connected actively handles I/O operations, so disruption of I/O is expected
for various fault and recovery events.

Disruption times:
SAS from MDS
to E2600
controller

Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various serial-attached
SCSI fault and recovery events.
Test description: The metadata servers operate in active-standby mode. There is one
serial-attached SCSI (SAS) cable from each MDS to each E2600 controller; that is, there
are two SAS cables connecting each MDS to the E2624. In the last step of this procedure,
both SAS cables from an MDS to the E2624 will be removed. After allowing time for the
system to attempt recovery, the system will be power cycled using STONITH, and the
peer MDS will become the active MDS.
Note: STONITH stands for ―shoot the other node in the head.‖ The node with the problem
is power cycled. This enables the node to not write to the file system when the peer node
takes over and starts writing to the file system. Further description can be found at
http://linux-ha.org/wiki/STONITH.

Disruption times:
IB from OSS to
high-speed
network

Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various InfiniBand fault
and recovery events.

Disruption times:
IB from MDS to
high-speed
network

Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various InfiniBand fault
and recovery events.

Disruption times:
OSS to
management
network

Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various management
network fault and recovery events.
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Test description: The object storage servers operate in active-active mode, and, under
ideal conditions, each FC cable connected actively handles I/O operations. Each OSS is
connected to the high-speed network with a single InfiniBand cable, so significant
disruption of I/O is expected for various fault and recovery events related to the IB
network. An OSS with a disconnected IB cable will be STONITHed by its peer.

Test description: The metadata servers operate in active-standby where only the active
MDS handles I/O operations. Each MDS is connected to the high-speed network with a
single InfiniBand cable, so significant disruption of I/O is expected when the IB network is
disconnected from the active MDS. An MDS with a disconnected IB cable will be
STONITHed by its peer.

Test description: The object storage servers (OSSs) are managed using a private
Ethernet network. If an OSS becomes disconnected from the management network for an
extended period of time while the other OSS is still connected to the management
network, this is considered a serious failure, and the disconnected OSS is STONITHed by
its peer.
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HA Test Case

Description

Disruption times:
MDS to
management
network

Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various management
network fault and recovery events.
Test description: Each metadata server is managed through a private Ethernet network.
If the active MDS becomes disconnected from the management network for an extended
period of time while the standby MDS is still connected to the management network, this
is considered a serious failure, and the disconnected MDS is STONITHed by its peer.

13 Example Test Case
In this section, the first test case listed in Table 3 lists the test objectives and test description.
Table 3 is represented with respective HPS Rack high-availability capabilities highlighted, explained, and
illustrated.

13.1 Test Case: Disruption Times: FC from OSS to E5400 Controller
Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various Fibre Channel fault and recovery
events.
Test description: The object storage servers (OSSs) operate in active-active mode, and a pair of Fibre
Channel (FC) cables is connected from each OSS to each E5400 controller; that is, there are four FC
cables connecting each OSS to the E5460. Under ideal conditions, each FC cable connected actively
handles I/O operations, so disruption of I/O is expected for various fault and recovery events.
Table 4 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 4) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Unplug FC cable
labeled C0 from OSS

System will detect missing FC cable. Because there are
redundant FC cables, all traffic will go over the remaining
FC cable after some initial disruption.

63–70

Figure 4 illustrates how the TeraView UI management console represents the detected missing FC cable
in ts-hpsrack-03.
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Figure 4) The TeraView UI management console.

Figure 5 illustrates the ts-hpsrack-03 management console LUN drill down representing the failed Fibre
Path 2 status as ―Node Failed.‖
Figure 5) ts-hpsrack-03 management console.

Figure 6 illustrates the TeraView UI Alerts page represents the 360° component view of the affected
service and subsequent service status and status information.
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Figure 6) TeraView UI alerts page.

Table 5 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 5) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Reinsert single FC
cable labeled C0 into
OSS that had been
previously
disconnected

Because each FC cable from the OSS is actively handling I/O
operations, some disruption of I/O might occur.

1.2–1.4

Figure 7 illustrates the changed status of Fibre Path 2 back to ―OK‖ status upon reinsertion of the FC
cable.
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Figure 7) Fibre Path 2 changed status.

Table 6 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 6) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Unplug FC cables
labeled C0 and C2
from OSS

It is expected that the LUN ownership will make the transition to
the other E5400 controller and result in disruption of I/O.

72–73

Table 7 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 7) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Use management
console to recover
OSTs affected by
previous steps to OSS

Each OSS in the configuration is serving 3 OSTs (E5600s).
Each OST is recovered back to its preferred path individually,
and each time some disruption in I/O is expected.

1.1–1.8

Figure 8 illustrates how the TeraView UI alerts page represents OSTs not on the preferred path.
Figure 8) TeraView UI Alerts page represents OSTs not on the preferred path.
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Figure 9 illustrates ts-hpsrack-03 management console LUN drill-down showing that the status of Fibre
Paths 2 and 3 has changed back to ―OK.‖
Figure 9) ts-hpsrack-03 management console.
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Figure 10 illustrates the TeraView UI management console representing OSTs not on the preferred path.
Figure 10) TeraView UI management console.

14 Summary
This document examines the behavior of the NetApp High Performance Storage Rack during a series of
component failure scenarios. The HPS Storage Rack is purpose-built for high performance computing
environments with I/O-intensive demands. The ability to recover from component failures is a key factor
for delivering application SLAs that track and maintain the read/write performance to a dataset over a
defined time period. The seven failure tests that were conducted by Terascala on the NetApp HPS Rack
address connectivity failures between the client nodes and the appliance servers and between the
appliance servers and the underlying block storage.
With its hundreds of monitors and sensors throughout the appliance, the HPS Rack is architected to
detect all unplanned events ranging from network failures to bad cables. The TeraView UI dashboard and
management console represent a 360° view of the whole appliance, giving managers a complete line of
sight during troubleshooting exercises. This line of sight dramatically lowers recovery time and recovery
point objectives, respectively, and enables true application SLAs as they relate to HA and redundancies
throughout the appliance.
Because the amount of unstructured data that organizations create and use today is growing at an
amazing rate, dataset sizes well over 1TB are commonplace. For those whose task it is to manage their
department’s scientific and engineering compute resources, having the confidence that the storage
appliance can recover from component failures and deliver true application SLAs means that the
organization can remain productive and can continue to innovate.
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Appendix
High Availability and Redundancy: NetApp HPS Rack Test Results Purpose
The purpose of this document is to define and quantify the behavior of the NetApp HPS Rack for a variety
of component failure scenarios. Terascala implements a proprietary HA software architecture that
addresses failures in connectivity to the HPS Rack. It should be noted that this architecture is able to
handle failure scenarios beyond those addressed by a generic Linux HA solution, such as the failure of
server network components. In addition, the HPS Rack provides a robust implementation in that it
eliminates the incorrect diagnosis of false failover events. It is able to accomplish this because the
Terascala software maintains a global view of the status of every component in the appliance.

Summary of Results
The failure tests described in this document address connectivity failures between the client nodes and
the HPS Rack servers and between the appliance servers and the underlying HPS Rack.


As expected, no client data was lost during any of the tests.



Four categories of interruption are expected to occur with the HPS Rack:


A loss of connectivity to the back-end storage. This type of event will result in 15–75 seconds of
interruption.



A loss of connectivity to the management or high-speed network. This type of event will result in
one to several minutes of interruption.



An administratively induced event of recovering targets to their preferred path following a
recovery of connectivity to the back-end storage. This type of event will result in 1–2 seconds of
interruption.



An administratively induced event of recovering targets to their preferred path following a
recovery of connectivity to the high-speed or management networks. This type of event will result
in 1–3 minutes of interruption.

Testbed Details
Description of the Testbed


NetApp HPS Rack, with:


1 Terascala management server (TMS)



2 Lustre metadata servers (MDSs)



2 Lustre object storage servers (OSSs)



1 NetApp E2624 storage array with 24 600GB drives, configured as a RAID 10



1 NetApp E5460 storage array with 60 3TB drives, configured as 6 RAID 6, 8+2



1 Dell PowerConnect 5548 Gigabit Ethernet switch connecting the preceding components



The TeraView management console for monitoring the system



The MDS Lustre servers are paired in an active-standby configuration



The OSS Lustre servers are paired in an active-active configuration



The interconnect from each MDS to the E2624 is SAS



The interconnect from each of the OSSs to the E5460 is Fibre Channel (FC)



FDR InfiniBand interconnects from the Lustre servers to a Mellanox SX6036 IB switch
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Test client: 1 HPC Lustre client with a Mellanox MT26428 (IB QDR)



Tool used for interruption measurement: failover_test.py
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Testbed Versions
Software Versions


Terascala software version on Lustre servers and TMS: 188_3.0.16



Kernel version on the Lustre servers and TMS: 2.6.18-308.4.1.el5_lustre.1.8.8_1.3.1

Storage Firmware Versions


NetApp E2624 controller firmware: 07.84.39.00



NetApp E5460 controller firmware: 07.84.39.00

Testbed Diagram

Test Results
The HPS Rack has the following characteristics:
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Everything in the product is redundant.



A failure of any component will result in some interruption, but it will be handled by a corresponding
component in the system.



Even though there is I/O disruption, there is no data loss.



All failures (and the recovery of the failed component) result in an event notice being sent to the
system administrator.

A point of emphasis is that the times recorded in each section of the document represent a period of time
that I/O operations are interrupted, but in each fault scenario no data loss or corruption was experienced.

Disruption Times: FC from OSS to E5400
Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various Fibre Channel fault and recovery
events.
Test description: The object storage servers (OSSs) operate in active-active mode, and a pair of Fibre
Channel (FC) cables is connected from each OSS to each E5400; that is, there are four FC cables
connecting each OSS to the E5400. Under ideal conditions, each FC cable connected actively handles
I/O operations, so disruption of I/O is expected for various fault and recovery events.
Table 8 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 8) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Unplug FC cable
labeled C0 from OSS

System will detect missing FC cable. Because there are
redundant FC cables, all traffic will go over the remaining
FC cable after some initial disruption.

63–70

Reinsert single FC
Since each FC cable from the OSS is actively handling
I/O operations, some disruption of I/O might occur.
cable labeled C0 into
OSS that had been
previously disconnected

1.2–1.4

Unplug FC cables
labeled C0 and C2 from
OSS

It is expected that the LUN ownership will make the
transition to the other E5400 RAID controller and result
in disruption of I/O.

72–73

Use management
console to recover
OSTs affected by
previous steps to OSS

Each OSS in the configuration is serving 3 OSTs
(E5460). Each OST is recovered back to its preferred
path individually, and each time some disruption in I/O is
expected.

1.1–1.8

Disruption Times: SAS from MDS to E2600
Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various serial-attached SCSI fault and
recovery events.
Test description: The metadata servers (MDSs) operate in active-standby mode. There is one serialattached SCSI (SAS) cable from each MDS to the each E2600 controller; that is, there are two SAS
cables connecting each MDS to the E2600. In the last step in this procedure, both SAS cables from an
MDS to the storage array are removed. After allowing time for the system to attempt recovery, the system
will be power cycled using STONITH1, and the peer MDS will become the active MDS. The node with the
problem is power cycled. This guarantees that the node is not writing to the file system when the peer
node takes over and starts writing to the file system. Further description can be found at http://linuxha.org/wiki/STONITH.
Table 9 lists the test action and expected results.
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Table 9) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Unplug primary SAS
cable (A0) from active
MDS

When the primary SAS cable from an active MDS to one of the
E2600 ports is unplugged, some disruption of I/O will occur.

11.8–19.2

Use management
console to recover
E2600s affected after
cable labeled A0
reinserted into active
MDS

Minimal disruption is expected.

1.2–1.5

Unplug both SAS
cables (A0 and A1)
from active MDS

The MDS loses all connectivity to the storage. After allowing
some time to recover, the MDS will be STONITHed by the peer
MDS. The peer MDS will then mount the metadata target and
begin the Lustre recovery process, which can take several
minutes to complete. During recovery, Lustre clients that were
communicating with the previous MDS connect to the new MDS.
Thus, the total recovery time is several minutes.

397

Disruption Times: IB from OSS to High-Speed Network
Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various InfiniBand fault and recovery
events.
Test description: The object storage servers operate in active-active mode, and, under ideal conditions,
each FC cable connected actively handles I/O operations. Each OSS is connected to the high-speed
network with a single InfiniBand cable, so significant disruption of I/O is expected for various fault and
recovery events related to the IB network. An OSS with a disconnected IB cable will be STONITHed by its
peer.
Table 10 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 10) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Unplug InfiniBand cable
from OSS 1

An interruption in I/O for minutes is expected. The OSS will be
rebooted.

174–185

After InfiniBand cable is An interruption in I/O for several seconds is expected.
replaced and OSS
reboots, use
management console to
recover OSTs to the
OSS

44–48

Disruption Times: IB from MDS to High-Speed Network
Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various InfiniBand fault and recovery
events.
Test description: The metadata servers operate in active-standby where only the active MDS handles
I/O operations. Each MDS is connected to the high-speed network with a single InfiniBand cable, so
significant disruption of I/O is expected when the IB network is disconnected from the active MDS. An
MDS with a disconnected IB cable will be STONITHed by its peer.
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Table 11 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 11) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Unplug InfiniBand cable An interruption in I/O for minutes is expected. The MDS will be
from active MDS
rebooted.

154

Use management
console to force a
failover of the E2600 to
the MDS

102

An interruption in I/O for several seconds is expected.

Disruption Times: OSS to Management Network
Test objective: To measure the disruption time that occurs for various management network fault and
recovery events.
Test description: The object storage servers are managed using a private Ethernet network. If an OSS
becomes disconnected from the management network for an extended period of time while the other
OSS is still connected to the management network, this is considered a serious failure, and the
disconnected OSS is STONITHed by its peer.
Table 12 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 12) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Unplug Ethernet port
connected from OSS 1
to private management
network

With the management Ethernet port unplugged, after 75–90
seconds, the OSS is expected to be STONITHed by its peer.
This will result in interruption of I/O.

76–77

After the OSS reboots
and the Ethernet cable
is replaced, perform a
failback command from
the management
console

Following the reinsertion of the Ethernet port of the private
network to the OSS, issue a failback of the target’s command
from the management console. Interruption of I/O is expected.

53–157

Disruption Times: MDS to Management Network
Test objective: Measure the disruption time that occurs for various management network fault and
recovery events.
Test description: Each metadata server is managed through a private Ethernet network. If the active
MDS becomes disconnected from the management network for an extended period of time while the
standby MDS is still connected to the management network, this is considered a serious failure, and the
disconnected MDS is STONITHed by its peer.
Table 13 lists the test action and expected results.
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Table 13) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

I/O Interruption
(Seconds)

Unplug Ethernet port
connected from MDS 1
to private management
network

With the management Ethernet port unplugged, after 75–90
seconds, the MDS is expected to be STONITHed by its peer. This
will result in interruption of I/O.

90

After the MDS reboots
and the Ethernet cable
is replaced, perform a
forced failover to force
the standby MDS to
become active from the
management console

Interruption of I/O is expected.

88

Notified Events That Result in No Disruption
For each of the failures mentioned previously, the NetApp HPS Rack notifies the system administrator of
the failure. In addition, there are several failures or recoveries from failure that do not result in an
interruption of service. Even in these cases, the system administrator is notified.
Table 14 lists the test action and expected results.
Table 14) Test action and expected results.

Test Action

Expected Results

Reinsert pair of FC cables
that had been previously
disconnected from an OSS
to a storage controller

Because the restored pair of FC connections will not automatically recover
targets that had been using this pair, no disruption in I/O is expected.

Reinsert InfiniBand cable
into OSS

No disruption in I/O is expected because the OSTs will not automatically be
recovered to the restored OSS.

Reinsert Ethernet port
connected from OSS to
private management
network

No disruption in I/O is expected because the OSTs will not automatically be
recovered to the restored OSS.

Unplug one power cable to
an OSS so that it is running
on one power supply

With redundant power supplies to the OSS, no disruption is expected.

Reinsert one power cable to
an OSS so that it is running
on two power supplies

No disruption is expected.

Unplug secondary SAS
cable from active MDS

No disruption is expected.

Reinsert secondary SAS
cable into active MDS

No disruption is expected.

Reinsert both SAS cables
into the active MDS that had

No disruption is expected.
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Test Action

Expected Results

been previously unplugged

Unplug SAS cable 2
(standby) from standby MDS

No disruption is expected.

Reinsert SAS cable 2 into
standby

No disruption is expected.

Reinsert primary SAS cable
into active MDS that had
been previously unplugged

The metadata targets will not automatically fail back to primary SAS cable, so
no disruption is expected.

Reinsert InfiniBand cable
into MDS

No disruption in I/O is expected because the MDTs will not automatically be
recovered to the restored MDS.

Reinsert Ethernet port
connected from MDS to
private management
network

No disruption in I/O is expected because the MDTs will not automatically be
recovered to the restored MDS.

Unplug one power cable to
an MDS so that it is running
on one power supply

With redundant power supplies to the MDS, no disruption is expected.

Reinsert one power cable to
an MDS so that it is running
on two power supplies

No disruption is expected.

Methodology Used to Measure Interruption Times
A single Lustre client is used to measure the interruption time in its I/O operations to the NetApp HPS
Rack under test. The interruption time is measured using a test tool running on the client. Following are
the details of the operation of the test tool:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
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The tool starts one thread to perform write operations and one thread to perform read operations.
A 1MB reference file with a random byte string is created on the client.
Prior to each test, the client I/O operations are monitored so that no interruptions occur.
A timer is started immediately before each copy operation of the reference file from the client to a
unique target name on the HPS Rack (the write operation).
The read thread monitors the target directory (on the HPS Rack storage appliance) for the presence
of the next file to be read.
When the reader detects that the file is present, a timer is started immediately before a copy
operation of the target file to a unique local file name on the client.
The reader verifies the integrity of each file copied from the target by comparing it to the original
reference file. If the files are the same, the reader deletes the copied local file from the client and
checks for the next file to be present.
When the copy operations complete, the delta time between start and finish is calculated.
Note:

The preceding steps are repeated (that is, another copy is immediately initiated by the writer
after the writer's previous copy operation completed [or erred]).

Note:

For each test case, the maximum time is recorded as the interruption time for the write and
read operations, respectively.
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Refer to the Interoperability Matrix Tool (IMT) on the NetApp Support site to validate that the exact product
and feature versions described in this document are supported for your specific environment. The NetApp
IMT defines the product components and versions that can be used to construct configurations that are
supported by NetApp. Specific results depend on each customer's installation in accordance with published
specifications.

NetApp provides no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy, reliability, or serviceability of any
information or recommendations provided in this publication, or with respect to any results that may be
obtained by the use of the information or observance of any recommendations provided herein. The
information in this document is distributed AS IS, and the use of this information or the implementation of
any recommendations or techniques herein is a customer’s responsibility and depends on the customer’s
ability to evaluate and integrate them into the customer’s operational environment. This document and the
information contained herein may be used solely in connection with the NetApp products discussed in this
document.
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